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The evolving governance of West Indian Ocean’s Seamounts: role of some rules of Law

There is a diversity of seamounts in the West Indian Ocean, along the “South West Indian
Ridge”, the “Mozambique Plateau”, the “Madagascar Ridge”, or the Ride des Mascareignes.
Sometimes described as “seamount” or “plateau”,  or “banks”,  on the continental  shelf,  or
beyond it, well known or not, seamounts are considered as biodiversity hotspots that deserve
special  attention.  Some of these represent the place to be to maximize living pelagic  and
benthic  resources  exploitation.  For  the  natural  sciences,  a  seamount  is  a  topographic  and
ecological unit, for the fishing sector a windfall. From the Law’s point of view a seamount
has  no  legal  status  per  se.  Does  it  mean  that  there  are  no  rules  of  national  or  regional
governance? No, but there is no governance specially dedicated to the seamounts  as legal
object. The existing governances are not to "govern" species or ecosystems, but operators and
uses  at  sea.  Administration  of  geo-morphological  structures  (seamounts,  creases,  flaws)
cannot be designed in complete freedom, neither for the State, nor for RFMOs. Any such
administration, whatever its motives, must be in line with the two following tenets on which it
depends: the International Law of the Sea and the Marine Environmental Law. Attention must
be paid to legal status of the space where the seamount is located (water column and what it
contains,  underwater soil  situations), to the species  legally  protected or not found on the
seamounts  and  in  their  surroundings  (Environmental  Law  of  the  species),  to  certain
particularly  fragile  ecosystems sheltered  by the  seamounts.  Those elements  are  playing a
critical  role  in  governance’s  options,  which  must  evolve  to  go  through  more  regional
processes to integrate a set of seamounts left outside legal protection because located beyond
the limits of the State’s jurisdiction, and to bring some answer to the difficulties for a State,
alone, to manage a network of seamounts scattered in EEZs. 
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